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OODWIND GROUP
ROHS AFTER
STUDENTS MUST PETITION
WE.DAY
CONCERT TOUR FOR HEAVY PROGRAM

Number 106

REGISTRATION DANCE
ARCH

Students whose programs include more than sixteen and a half
sin Jose State college’s woodunits for the spring quarter must make a special petition for the addiof
direction
under
ensemble,
3i
tional units during registration today, according to Joe E. West,
vas E. Eagan, returned to San
registrar.
), State late Friday night after
Following a plan adopted last quarter to alleviate the problem
Callnorthern
of
"se-day tour
nu high schools and colleges. of 18-unit courses, the registrar’s office will require that a unit be
1.1e eleven -piece group played dropped from individual programs
our concerts in nine cities in the for every five hours of outside
work per week.
:v &Vs.
FIGURES LOWER
Noe who went were Thomas E.
In spite of the fact that enroll)pit director; Ina Mae Spink
Rosalie Woon, flutes; Melvin ment figures will be lower than
those of last quarter, West exi.to and Edith Eagan, oboes;
ass Adcock and Stanton Selby, pects a larger number than those
guts; Corinne Gorham and who signed up at this time last
huette Cupich, bassoons; John year.
BY OTTO TALLENT
Students will get their registraver and Ted Misenhirner,
(Spartan Daily Sports Editor)
ich horns; and Ralph Breden- tion books in room 1 of the Art
building in the following groups,
eg bass clarinet.
Bob Webber, flashy San Jose
according to the initial of their Stater,
carved a niche for himself
lie Itinerary included stops at
last
names:
Woodlands,
Gridley,
on
mine,
the sports map at Sacramento
E,
F,
0
7:15)8
10:00
WitUkiah,
Saturday night by annexing the
tackle, Lakeport,
H, I, 3..........’7:45)T through Z......
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate 120a Santa Rosa and Petaluma,
L
8:151
10:30
pound boxing championship, and
al two concerts each played at
Mc, M
3:45IA, B
1:00 thereby earned a trip to the naA old Woodlands. Most popuN, 0,1’,
2:00 tionals in Pennsylvania.
IC, D
o amber In the repetoire was
Q, B,
9:151Last Group....3:00;
kodel oboe concerto played by
The Spartans came out third in
Registration closes at 4:00 p.m. ,
kik Buffo, says the director.
the PCI tournament, making 14
The last group includes students ’
lie had a blackout in Santa whose books were held out of their points, behind Washington State
la Friday," Eagan relates. hour-group because of unpaid fines,1 college’s 35 and California’s 17.
California Aggies were next with
tqtt in the middle of Melvin’s
fees, or late applications for ad11 points, Stanford 6, and Universamp, every light in the place mission.
ity of San Francisco 3. Oregon
at out. But we kept right on
STAMPS IMPORTANT
State and UCLA failed to place.
sug as if nothing had hapWest stressed the importance of
Selected to go East with Webset" There was a repeat perthe stamp on the registration book.
ber and Coach De Witt Portal to
mince of this episode later in
Those students whose books are;
sky at Petaltuna also, he said.
stamped "Probation" should make I
’Prize disaster, though, hap- a special effort to see either their Miyagawa. They left by train yesterday for the national tourney,
Ped ’Thursday afternoon," Eagan ladvisets or dean in order to clear
which will be held Thursday, Friat on to say. "We lost all of ; their status, he said.
day, anti Saturday nights on the
pictures we had taken on the I Freshmen and all new students
(continued on page 7)
a %hen Ted Misenhimer’s cam- whose hooks are stamped "Photo"
s fell off the running board of are requested to go to Room 112
liedenburg’s car. We still aren’t In the Science building for RegiC se found all the pieces."
stration instructions.

SAN JOSE TAKES
THIRD PLACE
IN P.C.I. BOXING
TOURNAMENT
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pring Festival

QUARTER ACTIVITIES GET
UNDER WAY THIS WEEK

Dr.

I.
000.

La Torre Fees
Due During
Registration Today

LA TORRE FEES
DUE TODAY, ONLY
;OPPORTUNITY

24

1941-1

Baton Twirling Class
Offered Students
A class in Marching Band
Technique is being offered to
students this quarter, It was announced by the Music department recently.
With no pre-requisites, the
class will meet in room M106
from 12 to 1 o’clock on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Two units
are given for the course.
Students interested in drum
major or majorette work are
asked to consider the course
and sign with Mr. Eagan of the
music faculty. Doug Harville,
head drum major of the marching band, will be the instructor.

()NIGHT
QUARTERLY
STAG EVENT
HELD IN MEN’S
GYM, 9 P.M.

Sawdust sprinkled floors of the
Men’s gymnasium will be swept
and replaced by spangles as lights
dim at 9 o’clock tonight for the
quarterly Registration Dance.
The "Reg" dance ’is the only stag
event of the quarter for the entire
student body, according to Peggy
McDonald, newly-elected social affairs chairman. Dancing to sweetswing melodies of Hal Moreno’s
11-piece band will continue until
12 midnight. Two male vocalists
are featured with the orchestra.
Students will be admitted free to
the dance on presentation of their
student body cards. Outsiders will
be charged 25 cents and must be
President Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, accompanied by a student, Miss
Miss Joyce Backus, head of the McDonald said.
college library, and Dr. P. V.
The affair is held the first day of
Peterson, Science department head, each quarter to
acquaint new stuleft yesterday afternoon to attend dents with each
other and afford
meetings in Sacramento.
a get-together for old members.
Dr. MacQuarrie and the other
Highlight of a 10 o’clock interstate college heads will meet to- mission will be entertainment
morrow morning with assembly scheduled by Harrett Mannina,
committee on state colleges to dis- former social affairs chairman.
cuss the assembly bill bringing Performers include two junior high
Santa Barbara State college under students Eugene Denton and Bernthe University of California.
ice Muzzio, playing accordion numThe college president stated that bers.
this is probably a move to someday I Dance routines by Dorene Angebring the rest of the state colleges lo and Valentino Mazurcca will be
under the state university. He ex- included on the program.
pressed his belief that the educaArtie Shaw arrangements for
tion board and most of the state
colleges were against such a move. the clarinet will be rendered by
Clyde Appleby. All the intermisMiss Backus and Dr. MacQuarrie sion numbers will be accompanied
will also attend a meeting with the by Hal Moreno on the piano.
state architect to discuss furnishPatrons and patronesses include
ings for the new library.
Helen Dimmick,
Dr. Peterson and the college Dean of Women
Men Paul Pitman, Miss
president will attend a discussion Dean of
Manchester, and Miss
of entering agricultural courses on Dorothy
Elizabeth Cameron.
state college curricul

Faculty Members
Attend Meetings
In Sacramento

Today will be the only opportunity for students to pay for their
copy of La Torre, college yearbook, emphasizes Lois Silver, editor.
Spardi Gras
There will be a five-cent fee
Revelries
’charged to students who have atNal decision on the dates se annual
Revelries,
Casting for
tended three consecutive college
Of for concession sign-ups
for student production, will begin this
th
who
*di Gras, spring carnival, will week, announced Harrett Mannina, ; guar t ers; 55centsf or those
The student Book Exchange,
The spring quarter will see a service organization now in its
; have been here two quarters; and
a :Rade at a meeting Thursday
publicity chairman, Friday.
those
attending
one
quarnew
system
of
class
elections,
;$1.05 for
Rt. announces Reed Surber,
third quarter of operation, will
Selection of a chorus, including
ter. Anyone who. has not attended ; when under the direction of the
llsth Gras chairman.
student singers, dancers, and must- any quarters this year may have student body council a general as- open for business tomorrow mornThe meeting will
ing at 9 o’clock in front of the
be held at 7:30 clans will be made, and those in-;
a. copy for $1..50. . There will be a sembly for the purpose of nominat- Morris Dailey auditorium.
Sock M the Student
Union. Two terested in trying out are asked to ; five-cent mailing charge on all ing candidates will be held.
Osentatives from each organi- see Jack Stewart, Harvey Brooks,
Two separate booths will be in
sent out.
lban on -campus and
ELECTIONS MONDAY
according to Bruce McCleluse,
the carnival or Manninan as possible.
t
S
payable
will
be.
! The fees
According to Student Body Pres- land, manager. One will be used
tosittee will be present.
Specific qualifications will be re-i.1 booths outside the Men’s
Payne.
the
nomination
Bob
latent
Tentative sign-up dates
apfor the sale of books and the other
are Wed- quired for all women students
gymnasium.
5y of next
assembly to name candidates for will be for collection. Books will
I
week for food con- plying for chorus.
memfaculty
or
Any students
the respective class offices will be
ons and Friday for
game conA new and different show with hers who have not called for their held Monday, March 31. Primary be accepted for sale until Thurstusk
day afternoon. Exchange memlighting effects contrasting scenery proofs at the studio by today will
election will be held the following ’ hers suggest that students bring
hiss for new contests
are rapid- and a program illustrating high have their pictures selected by the
Ilsting under way,
Wednesday. In case of tie votes in their books early to give more
according to showmanship will give this year’s lphotearraphers, Miss Silver states.
Illtoe. Arrangements
or In the event that a candidate time for selling them.
professional rating.,
are
a
being
production
hie to have a
sines not receive a simple majority
"big foot" contest Mannina stated.
for the wale of texts will
*nen students in
Debaters of all the ballots cast for a par- be Booths
contrast with
open each day this week from
"Past, Present, and Future", till Freshman
neuter office, a run-off election
*"Cinderella" contest for wo- of the student written show, will
9 a.m. to S p.m. Money received
On Air Saturday,
k
.
for books and all unsold books will
be presented two nights, May I
places
where
the
individual
The
slardi Gras has been
debate
freshman
of
the
Members
be returned next Monday at the
scheduled and 2 in the Morris Dailey, it was
meet
their
classeswill
to
hold
proradio
a
"laY 2 this quarter
part
in
take
will
team
booths.
and will announced. Following the second
nomination meeting will be named
%from noon to
5 o’clock. It, performance, a student body dance gram with University of Santa
Organizations which have three
presithis
week.
Class
sometime
staon
29,
March
be climaxed with a dinner on
Saturday,
will be held in the Men’s gymnast- Clara
representatives each are YWCA,
It awn in
the
winter
quarter
are
of
dents
according
o’clock,
at
2
KROW
lion
the rear quad.
um. A band for the dance will be
YMCA, Spartan Knights, Spartan
?rites will be
to Natalie Ross Debate manager. asked to get in touch with Prestawarded as usual named later,
Spears, and Alpha Phi Omega.
help
sometime
today
to
Payne
dent
LeHenry
ndividual and group
and
Forsight
Hubert
costumes
Students interested in assisting
vssembly.
Members of the Exchange will
plans
for
the
formulate
.’,g the course
side
negative
the
discuss
will
of the day’s ac- on publicity for Revelries are ask- land
have an important meeting in the
BOOTHS SET UP
’111 and
students who fail to ed to meet with the committee in of the question, "Resolved, that the’
M costume will
blockade of neutrals is ’ Elect on booths will be set up Student Union tonight at 7:45, acbe Properly the Student Union Wednesday at British
cording to McClelland.
((’ontinued on Page 2)
41*. Surber advises
just"
12:30.

Spring Quarter To Book Exchange
See New Election Sells, Collects
System Started Texts Tomorrow
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RAPID MOVEMENT, HUMAN
CHARACTERS GOALS OF
DIRECTOR OF ’HAMLET’

New Course On
War Offered

ATTENTION ! ! !

A new course in "Economics of
Defense and War" is being offered
this quarter by the Social Science
department, announces Dr. William
Poytress, who will teach the course.
Lectures will deal with economic
problems of prices, labor and shortage of raw materials, as complicated by an extensive defense program or by warfare.
Dr. Poytress has been conducting research on this phase of economics for the American Association of University Women, and will
supplement his findings with material from "Economics of War"
by Horst Menderhauser.

Unusual Number Of Costumes Designed
By IRENE MELTON
Speeding up of scene movement and humanizing of
characters are the two major objectives of Director Hugh
Gillis in his production of "Hamlet", to be presented in the
Little Theater April 23, 24, 25 and 26.
"We are striving for a rapid fluidity of action, more
than we’ve ever had before in our dramas," Director Gillis
points out. This will be accomplished by elimination of complicated set changes and house lighting, he emphasizes.
The second goal, making the
people in the play alive, will necessitate changing interpretation of
many of the well-konwn and stemtyped speeches in the Shakespearean tragedy, according to Gillis.
Part of the famous "to be or not
to be" soliloquy will be read by
Hamlet, since the Avon bard originally borrowed the speech from a
Latin writer, the director states.
Another drastic change will be
evident in the characterization of
Polonius, played by Lawrence
Mendenhall of the speech faculty.
POLONIUS FUNNY
"Polonius is a funny dignified
old man," Gillis points out, "one
who is all wrapped up in big
words and who occasionally makes
a nuisance of himself."
The final scene with Fortinbraa
which is customarily cut In amateur and professional productions
will not be omitted in this presentation, says the director. This,
however, will not appear as a separate scene but will be blended
Into the action of the play’s ending.
Costumes for the production
have been designed and fitted, with
a revoluntionary change in the
number of outfits noticeable.
INCREASE IN COSTUMES
There is not much costume
change usually in amateur productions of "Hamlet", Gillis admits, but the local campus offering includes a startling Increase
in the various dress worn by the
characters.
"We have tried to set up a time
sequence in our production," he explains, "and this obvious time
elapse makes necessary more frequent changes of costume."
Under the system employed for
this production, two weeks elapse
between the first and second acts;
while four months pass before the
second and third acts. Establishment of this sequence calls for
dress in keeping with the scene of
the play.
FOUR CHANGES
Barbara Trelease, who portrays
the queen, has four costume
changes, ranging from the cloth of
gold gown in the formal court
scenes to the red velvet dressing
robe she wears in the famous
boudoir scene.
The queen’s funeral costume,

He’s in the Army now! Frank
Carroll, former Spartan varsity
basketball captain and present
graduate manager, has been called to serve in Uncle Sam’s Army
for the next year. Carroll, whose
number was called in the last
quota, has passed his physical
examination and will report for
active duty On April 1st.

timmilmma
Try The
CALIFORNIA
BOOK CO.
FIRST
FOR

New Elections

black velvet with gold applique,
and the royal "house dress" of
moss green complete the queen’s
wardrobe.
The dressing robe is copied from
an authentic sketch discovered in
the library at Berkeley.
NEW SETTING
An entirely new. setting, that of
NO TI CE
Polonius’s house, will be used in
the production, according to Gillis.
Seniors: If any candidates for
This scene, never used in profes- June or August graduation were
sional performances, aids in estab- unable to file application for gradlishing the family relations of Polonius, Laertes, and Ophelia, he
points out.
Ray Irwin, speech instructor,
portrays Laertes In the forthcoming production.

(Continued from Page One)
In front of the Morris Dailey auditorium and the voting will continue from 9 until 5 o’clock on
election day.
Tabulation of ballots will be
made by an election board and the
results will be published in the
Spartan Daily the following day.
nation last quarter, will they please
do so right away. Please see Miss
Palmer in the Registrar’s office
during the first week of the spring
quarter.

Spartan Debaters
Attend Congress
T. Spartans. George Hopper
and Ronald Maaf, will attend the
Pi Kappa Delta, national debate
fraternity congress at College of
the Pacific, Friday and Saturday.
Debate teams from colleges and
universities along the West coast
will attend the congress. Debate
discussions and impromptu speaking will make up the program.
The question selected for debate
is, "Resolved, that the nations of
the Western Hemisphere should
form a permanent military alliance or union against foreign aggression."
NOTICES
Students interested in assisting
on publicity for Revelries are asked to meet with the committee in
the Student Union Wednesday at
12:30.
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INDIVIDUAL
INSTRUCTION

You may
begin at
any
and advance as rapidly as your own
ability will permit. Write for
catalog. C. A. Phillips, Director.
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We Stole It From The Navy!

AtA9

Y00 II

1,nd those two
proct,a1 because
by merely changing your accessories you can wear either the coat
or dress or both for date and campus duty. The dress is navy and
has a sailor collar trimmed with white braid and tied at the neck
with a red bow in true middy fashion. The matching coat is double
breasted and fastens with navy inspired brass buttons. There’s even
a golden military eagle on the sleeve for added military atmos
phere.

C4A41,

64’:VhAAA fe(Yerte

HAMMER
181 SOUTH FIRST ST

11.

SAILOR DRESS--sizes 10 to 18

3.98

NAUTICAL COATsizes

9.95

10 to..18

HALE BROS. DOWNSTAIRS DRESS AND COAT SHOP

CALIFORNIA
BOOK
CO.
The
Friendly Student
Store
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Contest Deadline Tomorrow At 5 P.M.

annual Phelan
7-tries for the
be in the
must
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office.
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’r;
to
’wk tomorrow, according
1,I’riond Barry, department

Costribullidis will be accepted
(Minions: Sonnet,
the following
verse, essay, short
nr sod free
ory And play.

DANCE CLASSES
GIVEN STUDENTS
THIS QUARTER

IFrosh Honored
1Tomorrow At
,Dance In Gym

Two dance classes are open to
both men and women students this
quarter, Physical Education department heads announce.
A class In American Country
dance Is taught by Mrs. Sarah
Wilson and Dee Portal, boxing
This class started last
coach.
year, In recommended by Portal to
keep boxers in condition. Class
sessions are held on Monday nights
In the Women’s gymnasium from
7 until 9 o’clock. The course coyere the era from the Civil War
up to the present time.
The dance composition class (P.
E. 28C) has a pre-requisite of at
least two quarters of modern dance
or its equivalent, and permission
from instructor. Miss Marjorie
Lucas Ls the instructor. Classes
will be held at 3 o’clock on Tuesday and Thursdays.

HANK MARTEN TO PLAY
’FOR SOPHOMORE HOP

Entering freshmen vill be honored at a dance tomorrow afternoon from 4 to 6 o’clock in the
Women’s gym, according to Allan
Isaksen, frosh class president.
The dance, sponsored by the
social affairs committee, is under
the direction of the class of ’44.
The purpose of the dance-party is
to establish friendly relations
among all first-year students and
acquaint the new members with
the college curriculum, Isaksen
says.
Clyde Appleby’s 12-piece "sweeter than swing" orchestra will play
for the event. The band will feature specialty numbers and a male
vocalist,
Refreshments will be served to
students attending the affair.
First -year students will be admitted free. All are urged to attend. Isaksen stresses.

Hank Marten and his 13-piece
sweet-swing orchestra has been
selected to play for the informal
Shophomore Hop Friday, April 4,
announced class officials.
The
band, popular at university and
college fraternity and sorority
dances will feature a male vocalist
to be named later.
"USS ’43" is the theme of the
affair which will be held at the
Scottish Rite Temple, located on

North Third street. Decorations
will be in a nautical fashion. Marcelle Smith and Betty Wisner are
in charge.
Bids for the dance may be purchased during the middle of the
week for $1.10 in the Controller’s
office or from sophomore students.
Ed Smithey is general chairman
of the annual hop. Patrons and
patronesses will be announced
later.

double
Entries must be typed in
pcf with the full title placed at
N.Y.A. EXPLAINED
*lop of the first page and an
in
placed
title
this
of
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TO MEN WEDNESDAY
;pper left-hand corner of each
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All men on NYA or hoping for
be
should
Each
page.
.fing
Women student interested In NYA work this quarter will be rered.
attending a Moffett Field dance quired to attend a meeting WedTiters name must not apfor enlisted men Saturday eve- nesday at 12:15 in the Morris
,nywhere on the manuscript,
ning, March 29, are asked to Dailey auditorium, at which NYA
r.ould be typed on a cover
fill In the application blanks In regulations and requirements will
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Staff
Members
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In a
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Spartan Daily staff members vided by the Army.
Delta Phi Upsilon: Formal Inipublication, with
us iultable for
applications in now will be given
stifle In capital letters, with the tiation tomorrow, 7:30, at Miss will meet Wednesday in room 17
preference, Dean Pitman says.
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busies of the characters underbid twice. The contributions
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Odd be carefully punctuated.
stuall
to
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Ile contest is
’Is who wish to participate.

Enlisted Men Invite
Women

EMPLOYEES OF
CAFETERIA
CAMPAIGN

1
hi

-.at foods these morsels be,"
slogan typifying sentiment
nt employees of the college
!la who are sponsoring a
.4n to acquaint other stumth the cafeteria.
.i,mts who are enthusiastic
!asty and economical meals
at the student who doesn’t
re is cheating himself, states
leanor Darr, chairman of
apaign.
.afeteria is one of the most
nt places for students to
serves well-balanced meals:
average of 22 cents apiece,
trig to Miss Darr.
,ple may not be starving to
yet may be improperly r
led," continues Miss Darr.
may have bad food habits
not eating regularly or
-:,ay think a doughnut, or
rid a cup of coffee consti-;
breakfast. The cafeteria
breakfasts as well as lunch dinner," she adds.
oq,ients working on the cam:
are Sanford Grover, Jane
John Draper, Leonard
than, Charles Thayer, and
....ifs Knudsen.

French Society
Elects Officers
lobara Jean Wallace was suet
"dent of the Iota Delta Phi,
h society, at the last meeting
winter quartet.. Miss Wala senior French major and
nil be her second term as

RNIA
)1(
fudent
600.

"ler

"

officers elected were:
Frelier,
vice-president;
Hines, secretary; Barbara
n treasurer;
and Margaret
historian -reporter.
’dilation of new officers will
Place at the first meeting ii
uarter.

....lhoostl
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The SprIng, 1941, edition
of these famous Roos
"Tops and Bottoms" is
just off the press! Infinite variety in the tops
... plain colors with long or short sleeves,
stripes and dots. And a smart eight -gore
matching skirt with front kick pleat ... to
match any one of them. All of Nassau spun
rayon. Wear them for the campus, sports
and "just around." In all the nicest Spring
colors, too. In sizes 12 to 20.
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%Vett:mite once moreand now
for the last lap.
We are having a truly wonderful year. I don’t know whether
the war has made us more serious,
or whether we are merely settling
into our own stride, hut a great
many of us have done better than
Saul Simon usual this past quarter. We have
DAY EDITOR
OTTO TALLENT
SPORTS EDITOR ..
been delighted with the success of
a number in whom we had almost
MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1941
despaired.
In the Army they have a command which does not appear in the
I.D.R. (Infantry Drill Regulations)
Today marks the beginning of the end greatest social event of the year, the Senior but which is very often used, and
to good effect"Steady!"
for some hundreds of students. To a good Ball.
No matter how good the cornsocial
With
all
minor
these
and
major
beginning.
the
of
end
the
many it will be
It:lid* time,nnes,occaslonally1
wpahney,
One to three year students registering functions there is a great temptation and
well.l1 irg, That
oes
today will do so with a light heart, with al- tendency to seniors as well as freshmen to Is particularly
: true In a
outways in mind that there will follow another let studies slide. This seems to be the great- tit. Someone begins to waver, the I
et downfall of the spring quarter. It must men around him try to adjust.
year.
be remembered that you seniors are jeop- When one changes pace the others
be
the
will
today
Most seniors realize that
change, but always a moment late,
last time that such a procedure will be at- ardizing your chances of graduating; while .1d
11 the line begins to "whip". It
but
classmen
are
not
being
fair
to
lap,
the
other
last
the
start
of
the
It
is
tempted.
then that the captain command,
it will undoubtedly be the most enjoyable themselves in harming their present status. -steady:" At the word, every man
Just a little judgment and common sense sets himself, gets on the beat, and
one of the four years spent in college.
’,ow, the company is swinging
The spring quarter puts a halt to the las- will make this quarter more enjoyable. Judg- along,
a unit once more.
situde of the winter quarter. Student ac- ment in spending your time more sensibly ,1 so the command for this last
and
advantageously.
prespirit
college
true
tivity increases, and
quarter might well be "Steady!"
It will make a much more profitable and steady, sensible planning, stvaii
vails. Spardi Gras and Revelries blossom
forth to the enjoyment of all students; while enjoyable spring quarter if you plan it at the work, steady, reasonable adjust -

BLU rn’S
Scores Of New
Spring Arrivals
in

A Stich In Time ...

seniors and juniors have their hey-day with
Sneak Week rivalry. Seniors climax their
college careers with graduation and the

CREATED
FOR YOUTH
in
Sizes 9 to 17

beginning and not wait until the end of the mints. We still have an ’WI" 1
tunity to turn in a good yiiit
quarter when it is too late to rectify your I year
to which we can look k k k
mistake,
with pleasure and satisfaction. A

good many of us are on the ragged
ledge, hut a real effort now beyond
what is ordinarily comfortable will
still bring success,
Welcome, and g I luck.

Editorials and features appearing in the Spartan Daily reflect the viewpoint of the writer and make no
claim to represent student opinion, nor are they necessarily expressive of the Dilly’s own policy. Ur,.
signed editorials are by the editor.

every shop in town is showing.
Cute gadget number one: a little es two smaller hearts in onc
lapel pin, silver in metal (dull), corner, each to be engraved with
desii;11. It possess- a pair of OW i:11,
shirtwaist dress, and we’d like it lloNrt-stvipod
By BETTIE MOODY
Groundhog day has come and! in a sarong-draped swimming suit
gone, and the sun shines (we too.
Rivals of the Tahiti prints are
hope), and minds of studious coeds turn to thoughts of CLOTHES.’ new Hawaiian pr in t stropical
The older women will go in a big fishes, van -coloured flower prints,
FOR THE SOPHOMORE DANCE
way for those new Tahiti prints , and bigger and brighter paisley

Clothes Line

CORSAGES

... we saw one downtown in dusty,
pink celanese jersey, with big, tremendous, huge white daisies . . .
or whatever it is they grow in
Tahiti. It was in a semi -tailored

patterns. These, by the way, are
visible in hats and bags.
Perfect with these are the perennial white and colored sandals
or the fabric "play shoes" that
.

"The best and yet you pay no more"
CHAS C.

NAVLET Co.

20 E. SAN FERNANDO

(Since 1885)

BALLARD 126

THE LAST WORD IN

joyce
cALIf

SPORTS WEAR!
They’re inthe last word
in sport togs. Drop in and
take a look. You’ll find
our selection to be the
finest in town.
ALL WOOL

Sport Coats

FRONTIER..

$15.

Typically American, completely casual ... this
Cool-ee in glove-soft crushed kid is a true ail
occasional. Saddle-stitched, square-toed, with
neatly buttoned-down collar. In all white or
all bluejacket blue.

595

HEROLD’S

seventy four south first street

ALL WOOL

SLACKS

$7.50

"SWIFT
(Style Sketched)
srd
AND LOVELY" .., dainty
di,"
’n
prniine is this full -skirted ti
rayon Cheerio crepe wallfluf;
soft unpressed pleats, its
and
of fluted lace edging butte,
festive enameled flower
$10.95

Doris Dodson Frocks

Ma/ JACCIO INC
79 South First Street

Exclusive et

BLUM’S
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1ICKET SALE FOR RANCHO HACIENDA SITE
%RAVAGANZA OF A. P.O. DANCE
BEGINS TODAY
today for
1(11 on!,1111.
eighth annual
Pacific",
the
d
+le
nts presented by the
Swimming club, acheda’s
as e
run on April
a
ollor three -night
IS.
sad
11,
at the
booth will be set up
tore of the Men’s gymnasium
at 10
/ny for the tickets priced
June Bennett,
in, according to
err of the sale.
so -five women will particiin the show which features
iota, diving, surf-boarding,
id dancing. Every member of
cast will take part in at least
ro different activities.
Theme of the production centers
ont a native religious festival
onion to islands south of the
quiet, according to Gall Tucker,
itteer for the club.
The festival takes place after
og, dismal months of torrential
us, when the natives drive out
cam devils named "Thunder",
tin", and "Wind".
"Nyepi", or the day of silence,
ors when the weather is calm,
od all natives quietly await the
/idea sun. This is followed by
in bringing of gifts for purificam, and next is the native’s joyis celebration of spring.
lace the theme concerns a refestival," Miss Tucker ex, "we hope to keep that
Salad beautiful quality. It is
all MOO to be a glorified hula
Ishasoar girl show."
last quarter was spent in devellig stroke form and endurance.
lith practice was also spent in
*Ping individual strokes to
aiming rhythmically in a large
pp, she said.
list swimming club is open to
rry woman attending college and
iwonsored by the Associated Won’s Activities. Norma Ofstedt
i club president and general
wager of the production.
Stirling tomorrow, tickets may
Sprehased from members of the
llimsdag club, women’s physical
’WM office, or Controller’s of.

Hubbell Marries
State Co-ed In
Reno Ceremony
Dirk Hubbell, former Spartan
ma star, and Lorna Davenport
,as, married in Reno, March 15.
The newly-weds left for Ilono.11 Thursday, March 20, aboard
Lurlaine, where they will make
or home. Hubbell is expecting
’aPPaintment to the police force
wt. The Spartan athlete was ,
ice major here, receiving hi

WE

0 .95

Rancho Hacienda %kill be the tenth annik ersary of
its founding.
setting for Alpha Pi Omega’s sev- Mains alumni are expected to atenth "Full Moon" dance on April tend the dance, as they are plan12, announces Sid Webb, chairman ning a reunion the same week-end.
A theme song, "Full Moon",
for the social fraternity’s annual
lwritten by Bert Beede, former
affair.
member, will make its second apThe club house, originally the pearance. The song was
composed
estate of Phoebe Hearst, has been last year with plans to make
it a
converted to the Castlewood Coun- regular feature of the dance.
try club. It is situated 25 miles
An orchestra has not yet been
north of San Jose near Pleasanton chosen, according to Webb, but a
on the Dublin-Sunol road.
decision will be made next week.
Landscaping around the grounds
Preparations for the sale of bids
and buildings was designed by the are completed, and the ducats will
late Luther Burbank, well-known go on sale soon. Oliver Upton is
experimenter in the field of plant in charge of bid arrangements.
growth.
Patrons and patronesses will be
This affair will also be part of announced later, declares Ken
the fraternity’s celebration for the Nosier, president of the group.

STUDENT TICKETS ON
SALE FOR CONCERT SERIES
Student tickets go on sale today at the Music department’s registration table in the gymnasium for a series of five concerts to be presented by the Pro -Ante String Quartet in the Morris Dailey auditorium
on April 10, 15, 22, 25, and May 6.
Season tickets for students are two dollars, with tickets for single
concerts at seventy-five cents. Fifteen hundred dollars of the $2500
paid to the Pro-Arte group is being donated by Mrs. Elizabeth Imain Prevost, violist; and C. Wai
Sprague Coolidge, patron of cham- wick Evans, violoncellist. "This
ber music, with the remaining! group is recognized by music ail
$1000 to be raised from sale of thorities all over the world," (it
tickets.
terstein says.
Described as one of the finest
The program will include works
string quartets in the United of Mozart, Haydn, Schuher I.
States by Adolph Otterstein, Music Brahma, Debussy, and other fami
department head, the Pro-Arte en- liar composers of chamber musk.
semble includes Antonio Brosa and with the entire program’ of April
Laurent Halleux, violinists; Ger- 22 devoted to Beethoven COMpOsi
lions.
degree last quarter. He was a
member of the varsity fool
team for two years and pail
paled in other fields of athleil
The bride, a sophomore, was ni.,
joring in G. E. working for a
teaching credential. She was a
member of the Spartan Spears.
Born in Hawaii, Mrs. Hubbell is
the daughter of William Davenport of this city, and sister of WUIMm Davenport, Jr., who was also
a police student here, now guard at
the government camp in San Luis
Obispo

AT

THE

"SWEri
.. dainty ’ad
ilkaiirael dna
crape silk
ifs.
doing oci
now.’ burtom
is

an Frocks

THE

All men students who wish to
register for part-time employment are requested to fill out
program cards at the Appointment office, according to Miss
Doris Barbarez, secretary.
Also requested to leave program cards are men and women
students seeking part-time or
full-time business jobs, teaching
positions, and camp jobs.

Extravaganza notice: Be sure to
read the notice regarding tonight’s
practice times for various groups,
which is posted on the dressing
room door. Please be prompt. Do
not bring any visitors with you.
Gail Tucker.

You A
WILL
SAVE
MONEY
AND

NEW

EPs

AND

USED

REQUIRED
TEXT BOOKS
The
THE SPARTAN SHOP

SPARTAN SHOP

THE
SPARTAN SHOP

THE

NOTICE

BOTH

at

’

Working Students

LOWEST

HAVE ALL

12.95

PAGE FIVE

THE
SPARTAN
SHOP
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Hartranit Faces Rebuilding
Job In Getting Trackmen
TRY THE Prepared For 1941 Season

RETURNS FROM SOUTH

Varsity Meets Freshman Team
Tomorrow At Spartan Field
Coach Glen (Tiny) Hartranft will get an inkling of what to expect
from his tracksters when the freshmen encounter the varsity tomorrow
afternoon at 4 o’clock on Spartan field.
Hartranft has no idea what to expect from his proteges as returning veterans are few and far between. He faces the problem of replacing such stars as Co-captains Tony Sunzeri and "Ticky" Vasconcellos, Vin Ruble, and Don Presley.
Rain has kept the Spartans from
getting much practice, but a handful turned out last week, and Tiny
received word from others that
went home for the vacation that
they have been getting into shape.
FORM NUCLEUS
Forming the nucleus for San
Two cripples and a whirlwind Jose’s varsity will be Capt. Jim
finish brought San Diego State Kerr, who will be back running the
the championship of the national 440; John Sidell, quarter miler;
intercollegiate basketball tourna- Dave Siemon and Creighton Groelment when they turned on the ing, low hurdles; and Wayne Rose,
heat to down Murray (Ky.) Teach- high hurdles. No veterans are reers 36-34.
turning in any of the field events.
The Aztecs, co-champions along Hopes for a successful season
with San Jose State in the CCAA will rest on the ability of transWalt McPherson, young Spartan mentor whose basketball
league, managed to win the tourna- fers. John Eikenberg, Pasadena
team tied for the CCAA crown, has returned to Washington
ment after having reached the product, has done 1:58 in the half
Square with his baseball squad after a week’s sojourn in soufleni
finals in the previous two years mile and should be a point gainer
California.
only to be runners up.
for the locals.
Along with the title, came Big things are expected of Al
individual awardsSanta Barbara mess, transfer from Loa Angeles
State’s Tom Guerrero was named City college, In the mile run.
all-intercollegiate forward, a n d Johnny Dierker of Sacramento is
Kenneth Hale and Milton Phelps, capable of doing 200 feet In the
from San Diego, were named all- Javelin and will bear watching in
tournament guards on the first that event.
five.
Coach Sam Della Maggiore’s:.
REPLACEMENTS
On the second unit were placed Gil Wheat and Lawrence O’Conjury-ridden wrestling team want
’Dick Mitchell, from San Diego, at nor will take care of the shot and
up in fourth place at the Senkr
forward, and Harry Hodgetts, also discuss events. Roger Romines of
PAAU tournament last week m
from San Diego, at the guard spot. Salinas will try to replace VasSan Francisco, as the Spartans
Big Andy Echle, a bruise on his concellos in the high jump. Larry
San Jose State’s varsity tennis could muster only three uninjured
head, his back creaking with pain
Schneider and Benny Robinson, team will play host to the Uni- men to compete. The Olympic dub
also of Salinas, will attempt to versity of San Francisco and Santa won the team title.
Ivan Olsen, current Far wrsten
Managers Wanted better Sunzeri’s mark in the pole Clara tennis squads when it battles titleholder,
won his second major
vault.
the Dons tomorrow and the Bronco
All new students wishing to
The Spartans will meet Cali- aggregation Thursday of this week. title this season in the 131-pond
been undefeated
become football managers next fornia Poly here Saturday.
Friday Coach T. Erwin Blesh and class. Olsen has
fall please sign up with Coach
his squad will trek to San Fran- this year, and was the only Spa’Ben Winkelman today for
and his right hand in a bandage cisco to meet Dan Farmer’s San tan to capture an Individual line
spring practice.
Tau will reIn this meet.
cast, and Milt Phelps, his left leg FrOncisco State unit.
ceive a half unit and a regular
in bandages from ankle to thigh Smarting under a 9-0 defeat Carl Kuhl, heavyweight. woe
grade for the six weeks work.
and another patch on his right handed them by the San Francisco third place, and Dave Kawamoto
"Srappy" Squatrito, Sr. Mgr.
arm, combined to give the scrappy State team, the Dons will seek to at 145 pounds won fourth. Dam
Aztec quintet the coveted title. hit the win trail by upsetting the Hines, the other Spartan F3/
Western champion, failed to ester
Spartan racqueteers. Feat ur e
because of an old injury.
snatch of the slay will pit Keith
Freddie Albright, former Coke
Brldwell of the Bonn
Don against Ronwrestler, and captain of the NO

San Diego State
Captures Crown
In Tourney Play

Tennis Squad
Plays Host To
Broncos, Dons

Matmen Annex
Fourth Place
In PAAU Meet

Meets S. F. State
Outfit Friday

aid FAwards of State.

championship soccer team, mi.
Friday’s tilt with the Gaiters competing unattached, won third
from SF State will be a crucial place in the 134-pound class. Al
one for the Spartan squad. Farm- bright is Far Western champion at
er’s team is considered to be one 128 pounds

of the top notch tennis outfits in
the bay area. When the two
NOTICE
teams meet, Ronald Edwards and
Harold Wagner will renew their
feud for supremacy.
All DTOs please meet today a
70
Stsdal
n sharp upstairs in the
Cot* Blesh hopes to strengthen
Pays&
his squad with the presence of Union. Important !Bob
Menno Siebert, who has been kept
from the courts by basketball, but Morton, number two;- ;at Mores
il
who is expected to be near top number three; and George Quett
form after a few practice sessions, number four; Ted Andrew’s. num’
Atipreseuatr,t8n
the ranking
ther gn,,11n,dis,
; ,
,, five; and Jim Thorne. tonber
bil.x,r

A
Nothing succeeds like Sussex

The California
Book Company
"The friendly student store"

Take that new SUSSEX shirt with widespread collar--- a handsomer shirt was never made. It’s a honey!

SPORT
COATS
New desert tones
in
herringbone
a nd
diagonal
WeaVeS.

12.50

$2

SPORT
SLACKS
Smart new colors
to blend or contrast with t h
sport coats.

4.95
and up

Fourth &
San Fernando

CROSBY -SQUARE

SHOES

J. S. Williams
227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET

1111110.ft.

Ronald Edwards.

DI C T UR E

FRAMING
ARTIST SUPPLIES

COMPLETE LINES
OILS
WATERCOLORS
PASTELS

DRAFTING SETS
SCALES, ANGLES
EASELS

McWHORTER-YOUNG, INC.
240 SO. FIRST ST.
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Bob Webber Wins PCI Boxing Crown
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WINKELMANN-WARNER
MACHINE MAKES DEBUT
ON APRIL FOOL’S DAY
Spartans Add San Diego Marines
To Schedule; Seek Two More Games

basketball
Naskin
in so era

nnex
:e
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team wed
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By SAUL SIMON
So you think that you have a good reason to cry, eh? Well,
-.3e over, all you bawl babies, and make room for a man who has a
tit to shed more than the proverbial crocodile tears. He’s head
*ball Coach Ben Winkelman who these days is just about as happy
as-not -so-snug bug in a not -so-good rug.
For spring bids football and football bids trouble and trouble bids
rmkeiman, who in turn bids two no trump. Comes April Fool’s Day
be the head professor of pigskin here at State will start the ball
!tiling with the spring football grind.
NO FOOLING
’It may he. April Fool’s Day," stated the wily mentor, "but when
lay we start practice, nal not fooling."
At the present time, Mr. Winkelman’s most persistent rival apgos to be Uncle Sam, who Just won’t take no for an answer.
Assisting the head coach will be Glenn Scobey Warner, better
mown to gridiron audiences everywhere as "Pop" Warner. Warner
di serve in the capacity of advisory coach to the head mentor.
Both games scheduled with St. Mary’s and U.S.F. are off, but
Tmkerman admits that he has several irons in the fire in hopes of
suing the Spartan eleven on a name team’s schedule. Definitely
n however, is the game with the University of Hawaii on Dewhet 13.
MARINPIS ON SCHEDULE
Sin Diego Marines have been added to the Spartan schedule and
*game is slated for November 20, with the place still undecided.
too more dates are open.
For the most part, the opening days of spring practice will find
be aspiring Spartans working out to condition themselves for what
to come. Afternoon practice will be the fad until later on, and
*Kinkelman expects to schedule a few night practices.
Several of the names that made history on the gridiron last
iron are expected to be missing from the signup, but then Coach
rakelman anticipates several junior college transfers to ease the
vden.
Most prominent of the JC transfers at present appears to be
lanes Cook, a recruit from Compton JC, who comes highly recmended and is expected to be a strong candidate for the center
all
NATIONAL RULES
Speaking on the recent changes that were placed in effect by the
,nal Rules body, Winkelman emphasized the fact that the rules
.d evoke no particular changes in the game.
"However," he said, "I expect that the unlimited substitution rule
1sal the smaller schools to a great degree."
The problem of replacing "Truck" Tornell and Dick Hubbell at
’Aback slots suffered a temporary relapse when Coach Winkel Ian Informed that Fred Lindsey was occupying an outfield berth
kalt McPherson’s baseball team and wasn’t sure of reporting to
14 sessions.
AS a parting shot, the mentor explained that any new material
41c1 be welcome to try out for the squad.

ROCA’S
-7TED

ICE
SI(ATES

;Baseballers Dumped

Champ, Miyagawa,
’Spartan Nine Wins Only Portal Leave For
One Tilt On Southern Trip National Tourney
Five losses and one win was the record chalked up by the varsity
baseball team during its spring vacation sojourn to the southland in
which it played six games in six days.
Four of the losses were to conference opponents and just about
put the Spartans out of the running for the CCAA title.
Scores of the invasion:
San Jose 0, San Diego Marines 4
San Jose 3, San Diego State 5
San JOse 3, San Diego State 7
San Jose 10, San Diego Marines 9
San Jose 4, Santa Barbara 5
(13 innings)
San Jose 3, Santa Barbara 4
The lone Spartan victory was
San Jose State college’s swim- won the hard way, over the Marming team did all right for itself ines. Trailing 8 to 1 in the fourth
on its trip to Utah last week, sink- inning, San Jose put on a powerful
ing all opponents and thoroughly batting show to nip the Marines,
trouncing most of them.
10 to 9.
Coach Charley Walker’s men
SPARTANS LEAD
took first in every event in their
In the second San Diego State
initial meet last Monday, winning game and in each of the Santa
from Utah State at Logan, 62-13. Barbara games the Spartans were
Martin Wempe won the 220-yard out in front for a time, only to
freestyle in 2:38.3, and took first fade in the closing innings.
in the 440-yard free-style.
Against the Aztecs they held a 3
Other winners were Don Thom0 lead up to the seventh; against
sen, 60-yard dash; Jack Windsor,
the Gauchos they led 5 to 0 and
diving; Foster Dockstader, 1003 to 0 for a time in both games,
yard free-style; Jack Porter, 150before being overtaken by the
yard backstroke and Dean Foster,
champion Gaucho nine.
200-yard breaststroke.
Allen not only was the big gun
The Spartans downed Weber
College at Ogden, 57-18, and set at the plate but he also came up
seven new pool records. Thursday with some fine fielding plays at
San Jose won six out of nine third base during the six game
events, defeating Deseret gymnasi- stand.
HEARTBREAKER
um, 44 to 31.
Cressio lost the 13 inning game
The Walkermen ducked University of Utah, 64-11. San Jose in a heartbreaker, while Nasimentook all No. 1 spots and two sec- to, pitching on nerve alone, almost
came through to give the Sparonds.
tans a win over the Gauchos in the
second game.
DIERKER PLACES IN TRACK
Chet Carsten got credit for the
Johnny Meeker of San Jose only Spartan win, pitching good
State took second in the class B relief ball while his mates overJavelin throw Saturday at the took the hard-hitting Marines.
Tomorrow the Spartans take up
Long Beach relays, throwing
the spear 189 feet 10 inches. with more baseball, traveling to
Moraga for a game with Earl
Sheeley’s St. Mary’s Gaels.

Swimmers Win
All Meets On
Utah Invasion

(continued from page 1)
University of Pennsylvania (’ampus.
Mark Guerra, 145-pounder, and
Miyagawa, 127 pounds, worked
their way to the finals over the
weekend, but both lost close decisions.
Stan Smith, victor in San Jose’s
recent novice tourney, scored an
upset Friday by out-punching Stan
Dilatush of Washington State in
the 165-pound class. Smith received a tooth injury, however, and
his name was scratched from Saturday night’s list of contestants.
Bill Moulden, 155-pounder, who
drew a bye Friday, lost a fast and
furious bout in the semi-finals to
Ben Drake of WSC. Jack Kemper,
heavyweight, who also drew a bye
the opening evening, lost to Jack
Thorburn of California.
Jack Sarkisian, 175-pounder,
dropped a close decision in his
opening fight to Fred Spiegelberg,
WSC, who later knocked out Pete
Breceda, defending champion, in
the first round.
After giving a good account of
himself, Roy Shimizu, 135, was
knocked down at he bell ending
the first round by Les Coffman,
WSC, last year’s champ, and Portal wouldn’t let him answer the
bell for the second round. Coffman went on to retain the crown.
Title winners were Webber, SJ,
120; Byron Hostettler WSC, 127
(def. Miyagawa, SJ); Les Coffman, WSC, 135: Elton Tobiasson,
California Aggies, 1.45 (def. Guerra
SJ); Ben Drake, WSC, 155; Milt
Cunha, California, 165; Fred
Spiegelberg, WSC, 175; and John
Ward, Stanford, heavyweight.

NOTICE
There is a nestney open In one
of the women’s co-op houses. Call
Ballard 5538 or Columbia 2390 for
further information.

DIAMONDS

CHARLES S. GREGORY
Designer of

Di.;tinctive Jewelry
Specially designed pins for
organizations. Bost quality
at prices that please.
407 First Nat. Sank Ildg.
eith Floor
.11:R7OVRECOMCKFCR:Z13:11301:11:CrinC21.

Modern Library
Modern Library Giants
Pocket Books

SKIRTS
WITH REALLY
FINE TAILORING
It’s as though each of
these skirts was custom madesuch excellent needle work, cutting and fitting, have
gone into their making.

95c
1.25
25c

Headquarters for Books

LINDSAY’S

Pleated Skirts
Gored Skirts
Flared Skirts

77 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Argo

$5.95

$6.95

-’)CKEY & FIGURE SKATES
CANADIAN SKATES
One Price--$10.95

Headquarters for School Supplies
ZIPPER & CANVAS BINDERS
PARKER. SHEAFFER & EVERSHARP PENS
LENDING LIBRARY
GREETING CARDS

GRAYSON’S
256 SO. FIRST ST.
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IN A HURRY?
--OUR BRAND NEW.

"BOOKETERIA SYSTEM"
Will Save You Time and Money
HERE IS A PARTIAL LIST OF POSSIBLE SAVINGS!
Author

New

Title

3.75
Barnes: Soc. in Transition
4.50
Clyde: History of For East
3.50
Groves: American Family
2.00
Hacker: American Problems .
4.50
Hall Albion: History of England
3.00
Munro: National Gov’t. of U. S.
3.75
Muntz: Urban Sociology
. ... 3.50
Ogburn: Sociology
4.00
Sait: New Horizons for Family
3.75
Schmidt: Man and Society
3.50
Allen: American Forestry
Comstock: Handbook of Nature Study 4.00
4.50
Doane: Forest Insects
3.50
Hoffman: Birds of Pacific
3.75
Keep and B: West Coast Shells
1.76
Kinsey: Intro. to Biology
3.50
Patton: Embryology of Pig
3.50
Pickwell: Birds
3.50
Sinott ,..ad D: Genetics
1.00
Allen: Behave Yourself
3.60
Best and T: Living Body
Boyd: Preventive Medicine 6th Ed. . 5.00
Brown and H: Teaching Home Econ . 2.00
Chaney and A: Nutrition
3.00
2.50
Diehl: Healthful Living
1.68
Harris and L: Everyday Foods
Hess: Textile Fibres
2.40
Justin and R: Home Living ..
. 2.00
Kimber, G and S: Anat. and Physiology 3.00
Kirkpatrick and H: Fund. of Health
3.90
Peet and Safer: Household Equipment 2.75
Rand, U. and S.: Gr. and Dev. of Child 2.75
Reid: Personality and Etiquette
1.28
Rice: Living
2.50
Rose: Dietetics
3.00
Sherman: Chemistry of Food
3.25
Williams: Anat. and Phys.
2.75
Wilmot and B: Food for the Family
3.00
Ferguson: History of Music . ...... . 3.75
Music Hour
.88
Pierce and L: Class Lessons in Singing 2.00
Fisher and L: Astronomy
1.75
Goodes
4.35
Gustafson: Conservation
3.00
Lobeck: Geormophology ..........4 50
Longwell: Textbook of Geol.
3.75
Bird: Social Psych.
3.50
Brooks: Child Psych.
3.00
Caswell: Curriculum
3.00
DeckleII: Psychology
3.00

Used
2.80
3.35
2.25
1.50
3.35
2.25
2.80
2.60
3.00
2.80
2.60
3.30
2.60
2.80
1.30
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.70
3.75
1.50
2.25
1.85
1.25
1.80
1.80
2.25
2.80
2.05
2.05
1.85
2.25
2.45
2.05
2.25
2.80
.60
1.50
3.35
2.25
2.80
2.25
2.25
1.75

Author

Title

..
Douglas: Mod. Sec. Ed.
Ericson: Teaching Industrial Arts
Foster and H: Edu. in Kindergarten
Greene and J: High School Tests
Hawley: Analysis of Sports
Higginson: Fields of Psych.
Holzinger: Statistics
..
Holzinger: Tables
Howland: Body Mechanics .
Jones: Principles of Guidance .
Lee: Child and His Cum
Lee: Objectives
McKee: Reading Lit
Metfessel: Student Guide
Mikesell: Mental Hygiene
Monroe: Remedial Reading
Morgan: Abnormal Psych.
Murcell: Ed. Psych.
Myers and W: Ed. in a Democracy
Neilson: P. E.
Nixon and C: Intro. to P. E.
Pringle: Junior H. S.
Rathbone: Corrective P. E.
Tyler: Learning to Live
Webb and S: Testing in Elem. School
Williamson and L: Home Econ in H. S.
Wofford: Rural School Ed.
Woodworth: Psych.
Wright: Phil of Religion .
Aurner: Business English
Babcock: Creative Writing
Barnouw: Hndbk of Radio Writing
Benet and P: American Lit.
Gay: Freshman Prose Annual .
Harbvick: Foregrnds of American Fctn.
Jones: Pronouncing Dict.
Mirrielees: Story Writer
Moses: Rep. Brit. Drama
Neal: Editing Small City Daily
Robbins and C: Western World Lit.
Shaefer: Beowulf to Hardy. Vol. 1 & II
Parrot: Shakespeare
Shaw: Freshman English
..
Smart: English Review Grammar
Spencer: Art and Life of Shakespeare
Untermeyer: Living Verse
Atkins: Economic Behavior
Brisco and W: Retail Merchandising
Crane: Applied Psych.
Dillavov and H: Business Law
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F. F. and B.: Econ.
Faunce and N: Sec. Efficiency
Hagar: Business English
Jorrdan: Investments
Kelley: Acctg.
McKinsey and N: Acctg.
Magee: General Insurance .
Mendershaven: Econ of War
Odell: Business Org.
Prather: Money and Banking
Richert: Retailing
Ridgley and E: Commercial Geog.
Roll: Econ Though
Robinson and B: Retail Store
Rosenberg: Business Math.
Sherwood and B: Sec. Acctg.
Shilt and W: Business Princ.
Soc. Sec. Acctg. Set (complete)
Tonne: Business Ed.
Tosdal: Sales Management
Walters -Rowse: Retailing
Ware and Means: Modern Econ.
Cadwallader: Filing
Gregg: Shorthand (Func and Anny.)
Gregg: Speed Studies
Gregg: Speed Building
Forkner: Dictation
Hakes: Speed Studies
Lessenberry: Typing
Rowe: Typing
Gregg: Typing
Baxter: Jewelry
French: Engineering Drawing
Holland: Avigation
Jones: Applied Electricity
Osborne: Pewter .
Waffle: H. S. Drawing
Burrington: Tables
Brink: Trig.
Georges and C: Business Math.
Glouvers: Tables
.
Hart: Math of Investments .
Kells: Differential Equations
Love: D & 1 Calculus
Rietz and C: College Algebra
Warner: Descripture Geom.
Shivley: Modern Geom.
Fletcher: Unified Physics ..
Shriner and F: Organic Compound,
Wilson: Pyroxylin Paints
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CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
FOURTH AND SAN FERNANDO
THE FRIENDLY STUDENT STORE

Remember: We Can Serve You Better
_
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